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SUMMARY
Presented are the results of theoretical incompressible-flow calcu-
lations of the spanwise lift distributions, lift-curve slopes, spanwise
centers of pressure, aerodynamic centers, coefficients of damping in
roll, rolling-moment coefficients due to aileron deflection, and induced-
drag coefficients of twenty M, W, and A wings. These results are com-
pared with similarly calculated results for ordinary swept and unswept
wings.
INTRODUCTION
Interest in M, W, and A wings has recently increased as a result of
their potentially favorable stability and aeroelastic characteristics.
In order to facilitate the aerodynamic and aeroelastic appraisal of wings
of this t~e theoretical incompressible-flow lift distributions have been
calculated for twenty plan forms of the M, W, and A types and four angle-
of-attack conditions. These lift distributions have been integrated to
yield lifi-curve slopes, spanwise centers of pressure} aerodyn~ic
centers, induced drags, coefficients of dsmping in roll, and rolling
moments due to aileron deflection. The results of these calculations
are presented in this paper and ccxnparedwith similar results for ordi-
nary swept and unswept wings. The method by which the spanwise lift dis-
tributions were calculated and some of its limitations are discussed.
.
SYMBOLS
a.c. aero~amic-center position (of wing, unless specified
otherwise), fraction of mean aerodynamic chord rearward
of leading edge of mean aerodynamic chord
y
.-
aspect ratio (1)b2 S
wing span
chord, measured parallel to free stream
section lift coefficient
It-+ c.}( ‘)average chord - 2
wing lift coefficient
wing lift-curve slope,
/
mL qS
per radian
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( -wing rolling-moment coefficient Rollingmc&nt,-qsb _ )
*
rolling-moment coefficient for linear antisymnetrical angle-.__ __=_ ____
of-attack distribution from O at the root =0 I radian at the :.
tip
()
-c~
P
coefficient of
.. -:. .: -.+.., —=
-=
z --
damping in roll —- .- -.
induced-drag coefficient .
.
.-
distance of quarter-chord point-of mean a@@@ic chord””’ ‘“ .“”~~ ;
....
rearward of intersection of quarter-chord line and plane of l
...-.= -,;
symmetry
-7 . ..
—.. ,:.
downwash factor
dynamic pressure
semispan of horseshoe vortex —
. .
wing area
-J.- — ------—..—
—
.
..-
free-stream velocity
_—
.~ ..,,
downwash velocity
longitudinal ordinate n ““
—
,.
lateral ordinate
.-
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.
.
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#
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.
P ()dimensionless lateral ordinate ~. b/2
7 lateral ordinate of spanwise center of pressure
=
Y lateral ordinate of centroid of wing area
%
aileron effectiveness
L taper ratio
A angle of sweepback at
Subscripts:
(1)acz aczparsmeter xx
quarter-chord line
B at position of spanwise discontinuity of angle of sweep
i inner
.
Mflc pertaining.to mean aerodynamic chord
. 0 outer
r root
t tip
-v made dimensionless by dividing by s
5
()
pertaining to a unit equivalent aileron deflection ~55
MJ31!HODAND SCOPE OF CALCULATIONS
l
Basis of Method
According,to two-dimensional thin-airfoil theory the lift on a
section with angle of attack and parabolic csmber may be calculated by
locating a vortex at the quarter-chord point and setting the ratio of
its induced downwash at the three-quatier-chord point to the free-stream
velocity equal to the slope of the airfoil at that point. Since induc-
tion effects on unswept wings are generally in the nature of induced
angles of attack and induced parabolic csmbers, quite accurate lift dis-
. tributions cam be calculated on the basis of a bound vortex at the
quarter-chord line and the slope at the three-quarter-chord line. This
simple concept may be applied to swept wings as well, except that
A induced effects at the root are such as to invalidate the concept in
4 NACARML51E29
.
that region. Nonetheless, methods based on this cpnce~t have been used _L__... ,.~
extensively for calculating lift distributions on swefitwings, either
.
with continuous distributions of vorticity over th$ s@n (reference 1) .. ._
or by means of horseshoe vortices (reference2, for instance).
:4’
In applying the ssme method to wings of:uncon~ent~onal.planform,
two difficulties arise.
—— .,
Both of the approaches used in references 1 _. “- _-...,._=
and 2 tiply the assumption that the lift distribution can be approximated
with sufficient accuracy by the first three or four term of a Fourier__
series, and both of the approaches consider the downwash at-only three
..
or four points along the three-quarter-chord line. Neither of these
approximations may be valid for wings with an unconventional plan form
or a complicated angle-of-attack condition; however, t>e approximations ‘“
can be avoided in part by using horseshoe vo@ices as_Zn.reference 2 -
but treating each individually rather than relating them to each other- “- ~
by Fourier series.
—
. .
— .—
The resulting procedure is straightforwardbu~, n~netheless, more
—=
time consuming than the methods of references 1 anl 2._ It has the.adv~n- “ . ., ~
tage that it can be applied to plan forms ~d angl+-of=attack distri- ,,=_ ~
butions which cannot be treatedby those methods. ‘Also, the results 01 .
the procedure are obtained in a form which lends i$sel~ to.the calcu- . ~
lation of aeroelastic phenomena. The accuracy of the~et_hod is$ for
plan forms to which the methods of references 1 and 2 apply, at least as - ‘-=:’-
good as that of these methods. However, in applyi~lgthe method to plan
.-
foms such as that of figure 1, the accuracy”is affect~d adversely by ‘- _ ‘~
the fact that the quarter-chord-vortexthree-quarter-chord-downwashcoR-
-—
cept is not valid at the spanwise discontinuities j.na>gle of sweep.
-.——.,—-
Since this effect is local and tends to average for the.entfre wing, the
—
—
resulting accuracy may be adequate for many purposes. As a result of
these considerations, this method was used in the calculations described
-—
in this paper.
Outline of Method of Calculating Lift Distrib@ions
The horseshoe vortices are considered to be centered on the quarter-
chord line (see fig. 1), and the downwash is calculated at corresponding
points on the three-quarter-chord line. In”so doing, the charts and
tables of the downwash due to a horseshoe vortex with Unit circulation”-”“-‘_ j
at various points relative to the vortex given in ];efe”rence,scan be
— .,..— .- ..>_—
used. In these charts and tables the downwash is pres>nted in the--fozm”
of a downwash factor F. The downwash angle at any point due to any
horseshoe vortex may be determined by means of the”equition
—.
w Czc .
-=—F ‘“
v 8fis “ ~-
(1)
.-
—
..
..-;-—. . .
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where Czc is the loading coefficient at the station at which the horse-
shoe is centered, s the semispan of the horseshoe vortex, and F the
factor appropriate to the relative location of the downwash point and
the center of the vortex. This factor is determined by calculating the
lateral and longitudinal distances, Ay and Ax, between these points
and ditiding them by s to get dimensionless distances Ayv and Axv
(in the notation of references 2 and 3), respectively; the factor corre-
sponding to these values may then be obtained from the tables of refer-
ence 3.
The downwash angle at one point due to all vortices is obtainedby
performing the following summation:
(h=l,2, . .. n)(2)
where the subscript h designates the
.
and n the number of vortices on the
shortened by setting
.
downwash point, J the vortex,
total span. This addition may be
‘h,n+l-j
1 (3)
J
‘hj = Fhj - ‘h,n+l-j
‘here‘hj is the downwash factor for a vortex on the right wing
ad ‘h,n+l.j the factor for the corresponding vortex on the left wing;
the addition can be then confined to the right wing alone, so that
6or
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in the symmetric and antisymmetric cases, respectively. (The upper
limits in the summation apply to an odd number of voitiic%snumbered frcm-”
the right wing tip inward, with one of them, number ?$$ on the airplane
center line; if there is an even number of vortices, with the legs of
two vortices coinciding with the center line, the up~)er“I”hnitin both
equations (5) and (6) is n/2.)
Equations (5) and (6) are, in effect, simultaneous equations
for n+ 1 n - 1
—, or n/2 unknown values of292 clCIF in terms of the
corresponding numb~r of known angles of attack along the~.span. The
values ~hj and Fhj maybe used directly as the c6eff~cients of these”-
equations disregardingthe term
-/
! .q--
c 8TCS;howev_m, in that_case the solu- -
tions of the equations must each be multiplied by thd fa~tor 8fis/F in ‘-
order to obtain the corresponding values of
CZCIF” From these values _ ~ -
the lift coefficient may be obtained by integrating the curve —
over the span. c1CIF L
Preliminary calculations were made with several ‘vortexpatterns, -
the one of reference 2 shown in figure 1, one with 20 eq~ally spaced
vortices of width equal to 0.1 of a semispan, and some w~th more or -
fewer vortices. For instance, lift distributionswefi c~lcula$ed by
means of two of these patterns and by means of the method of reference 1
for a wing of aspect ratio 4.5, taper ratio 1, with 45° sweepback. These
lift distributions are shown in figure 2; the distritiuti6nsand the lift.
curve slopes are in excellent agreement. The possibilit~of’ using horse=
shoe vortices with bound parts slanted to follow the ‘quaz%er-chord”line
more closely was also investigated. —
—. ——:
—
-.. —
.,---- =
As a result of these prelimina~ calculations a rec~angular vofiex
*
pattern with 20 equally spaced vortices reaching from,wing tip to wing - , _ , ~
tip appears to be the optimum arrangement from the point_of view of
computing effort commensurate with attainable accuracy. ~n view of the 7
inherent limitations of the theory the increase in accurticyobtainable
by resorting to a greater number of vortices or to the same number of
vortices with skewed
of the present paper
representation.
bound parts is largely spurious.’ ~~e calculations .:._ ~
have been perfomed by meaiM of thie.vortex
.
—
—
—
.5!
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The factors F were obtained from reference 4, the values of ~
and ~ from equations (3) and (4), and the values of
cz=l~ for variousdistributions of angle of attack or w/V by solving equation (5) for
symmetrical cases and equation (6) for antisymmetrical cases. The value
of s is 0.05b/2 and hence F/s is equal to 40/A.
Calculation of the Lift, Rolling Moment,
.
Bending Moment, and Induced Drag
The calculated lift distributions were integrated numerically using
the following factors, the lifts being those calculated by solving equa-
tions (5) and (6) and the factors being based on parabolic approximations
to segments of the distributions and on the assumption that the lift
distribution goes to zero with infinite slope at the wing tip:
Calculation of .
Lift at
P=
Moment Moment
Total (symmene~;cal (anti~%trical
lift
0.05 0.0958 0.0047 0.0044
.15 .1042 .0149 .0149
.25 .1 . 02m .0250
l 35 .1 .0350 .0350
.45 .1 .0450 . okx
l 55 .1 .0550 .0550
.65 .1 .0650 .0650
l 75 .1 l 0750 .0750
.85 .0983 .0832 .0832
l 95 .0956 .09Q6 .0906
The induced drag was calculated in effect by obtaining the value of the
lift at values of y+ equal to 0.9808, 0.9239, 0.8315, 0.7071, 0.5556,
0.3827, 0.1951, and O from faired curves of the spanwise lift distri-
bution, calculating the lifting-line downwash from these values by means
of the downwash factors of reference 4 (with m = 15 in the notation of
reference 4), and integrating the products of the lifting-line downwash
and the local lift by means of the integrating factors of reference 4.
.
Calculation of the Aerodynamic Center
Neither the method used in this paper for calculating spanwise
. lift distributions nor that of reference 1 furnishes any information
NACA RM L51E29
.
=.=
concerning the local centers of pressure of these li$t distributions .~d ,=._
hence the wing aerodynamic centers. The frequently made’assumption that
these methods imply a two-dimensional pressure,distr~bution with a center.
of pressure at the quarter-chord point is not valid.. In this paper the
wing aerodynamic centers have been calculated on the basis of this assump-
tion partly because the local aerodynamic centers are nfi knoyn reliably
and partly because the net effect of local aero@m@c c_entersahead of and —
——
behind the quarter-chord line on the wing aerodynamic”ce~termay be small.
In order to gain some measure of the error introduced i: the wing aero-
dynamic center as a result of this approximationwing aerodynamic center-s
have also been calculated for some plan forms on the basis of assumed
local aerodynamic centers based on calculations for br~~ary swept “and
unswept wings by means of the method of reference 2.
The aerodynamic centers calculated in both ways have been expressed
as fractions of the mean aerodynamic chord rearward of the leading edge
of the mean aerodynamic chord. For wings with linearly varying chords,
—
-
.
.-.=
that is
the mean aerodynamic
of wing area defined
C=crk”- (l-h)A (7) ‘“
h-
chord is equal in size
by
A
to the chord at the centroid
—
.
~- —
-- ‘(8)11+2AF’-— 31+X
-_
iv-
and, hence, is equal to . .
,, .. . .
.—
(9)
—
The spanwise location of this chord is either in the,pl~e of symmetry,
when the wing as a whole is considered, or at the geometric centroid of
wing area ~, if one wing only is considered. The longitudinal location
of the mean aerodynamic chord coincides with the cho]?da~-the centroid “
-.
.-. +
:.:,
of wing area in the
case of M, W, and A
chord is located at
d=~tan Ai
case of unswept and ordinary swept w@s. In the “-
wings the quarter-chord point of,the._meanaero@mmic
the distance — ,.
4
rearward of the intersection of the quarter-chord lipe &d the plane of
symmetry, where A. and Ai are both positive for iweefiack.
—
..
k.
..—
-.
:
—
—
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Scope of Calculations
.
The plan forms for which calculations have been made are listed in
table 1 as wings 1 to 20; they include eight M wings, eight W wings,
three Awings and one inverted Awing. (The suggestive designation
Vwing is not used for the inverted Awing to avoid confusion with the “
usage of that term in connection with ordina~ swept wings.) All wings
have a taper ratio of 1/2; all have angles of sweep of either zero
or ~45° except wings 10 to 15, which have angles of sweep of i30°j all
wings have an aspect ,ratioof 6 except wings 16 to 20, which have an
aspect ratio of 12. Three values of the spanwise position of disconti-
nuity in sweep, hereafter referred to as the ‘fbreak,’rare included in
this series of plan forms, nsmely ~B = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7.
‘For all plan fozms lift distributions were calculated for unit angle
of attack across the span, for linear symmetrical twist frcm O at the
root to unit angle of attack at the tip, for-linear antisymmetric twist
with unit angle of attack at the tip, and for unit effective angle of
attack due to deflection of a’50-percent-span outboard aileron (o@ = 1).
These lift distributions were integratedto obtain total lifts, rolling
. moments, induced drags, and wing aerodynamic centers.
For the sake of comparison lift distributions for a unit angle of
. attack across the spm and for unit linear antisynmetric twist have also
been calculated for eight ordinary swept and unswept wings, which are
listed in table 1 as plan forms 21 to 28. The method of reference 1 was
used in these calculations. Rolling-moment coefficients due to aileron
deflection have not been calculated for the ordinary swept and unswept
wings; they may be obtained from reference 5. However, only three
points on the semispan and three terms in the series development for
the lift distribution were used in the calculations of reference 5.
Therefore, the results of these calculations may not be as accurate
as those of this paper for wings with large values of the parameter
A/cos A
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spanwise Lift Distribution
The calculated spanwise lift distributions for the twenty M, W,
and A plan forms are presented for all four unit angle-of-attack condi-
tions considered in this paper in.figures 3 to 22. The symmetrical lift
distributions
.
wise ordinate
.
--
/%
are plotted as ccl ‘Ft!– against the dimensionless span-
~; the antisymmetric lift distributions, as
1
ccl El
d
10
against y+.
for the four
plied by the
% coN!FmmEm ~ NACA RM LjlE2T-
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In order to obtain values ‘ofthe load~,ngcoefficient Cci/r
angle-of-attack distributions these functigm must be multi- ... ,
values of C~ and by the value of ( LP)-c
presented in
table T, respectively. —
i.
In order to afford a comparison of the lift distributions of these
wings with each other and with lift distributions of ordinary swept and
unswept wings, the spanwise lift distributions for constant unit angle
of attack across the span are presented also in figures..23to 25.
— —
Effect of sweep on spanwise lift distribution.-.The lift distri-
butions of fourM andW wings of aspect-ratio 6 with F = 0.5 are sh~
in figure 23(a) with the angle of sweep of the inner pofiion of the wing
as a-parsmeter. Also shown are the lift distribution:~f four ordina~
swept wings of “aspectratiti6 with angle of syeep afia ~arsmeter. The
curve labeled Ai = -45° pertains,to plan fo@,2, qn M_wing the inner
and outer parts of which are swept -45° and 45°, regpec~ively; similarly, .
the curve ,labeled Ai = -300 refers to plan form 11.~anMwing swept _ ,,,_
~300, and the ones labeled Ai = ~O” and Ai-= 45°1 r@erto plan
forms 14 and ~, which are W wings swept *3O and i45°, r~spectively. Th= ‘-”
curve labeled Ai = O pertains to an unswept wing ~fa~pect ratio,6, ‘- ,~,
.-
which may be considered to be the limiting case of @ M_..ora W wing as ___ .“
the angle of sweep of both the inner ~d.outex parts of..thewing
approaches O.
-.
The lift distributions of the ordinary swept wings shown in fig-
ure 23(A) exhibit the well-known characteristics of sucK wings. As the-””
ande of sweep increases positively from a sweptforv~ardto a sweptback
-d
.
.
“
“ .—
. .
—
—
.
.
.-+
—
—
.—
.
.=
n ,:
—
.-.
>
wing the peak of the lift distribution at the ,root.dimi~ishesand @rns”~-,
into a dip; at the ssme time the ltft near the tip incr~ases. A similar_ .. ~
behatior is noted for the M and W wings. The lift dist~ibution at the
.-.
-. .—-
roots of the wings exhibits a peak when the inner p@ic&is sw~pt=~?.r-=..,,. .._~
ward and a dip when it is swept back; however,.,neitl}er-isas prono@ced
as the ones of the ordinary swept wings.
—.
The region ne~r the bre~j.of _.. ~.~. ““”=
the M and W also acts in a manner similar to that of the-root of an ~
-—
ordinary swept wing; when the two halves of the wing ar& swept forward
relative to the break, as in the case of a W wing, *he ~~f% distributio~–
—- — .—.—_
peaks near the bresk, whereas in the case of an Mwing&t dips at the ._ . _.-_~
break. Outboard of the break the M and W wings act !asif they were
sweptback and sweptforwardwings, respectively) wit~ th~ir roots”at--the. _ .. ,,_
break, as may be expected, with a relatively rapid ~op&o. zero in.the._
case of the W wings and a relatively high lev~l of lift_ne.arthe.t,,lpin—~ ‘~~‘~ -~
the case of the M wings. .— .
..
A set of lift distributions similar to those sliowr._forwings of
.
aspect ratio 6 in figure 23(a) is shown in figure 23(b)Ffor wings of
--
aspect ratio 12; however, lift distributions are sh@n only for M ‘andW”---
-rn
*
-----
.=
:=
T 1,
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w
and ordina~ swept wings with ~ or A = ~45° and for an ordinary
.
unswept wing. The curves are very similar to those of figure 23(a),
except that for the wings with the higher aspect ratio the peaks are
more pronounced and, in some cases, somewhat more localized than they
are for those with the lower aspect ratio.
Effect of spanwise location of break on spanwise lift distribution.-
The effect of the position of the discontinuity in sweep angle on the
spanwise lift distribution is shown in figure 24. The lift distributions
for plan forms 1, 2, 3 (M wings of aspect ratio 6 with sweep of t45°) as
well as of plan forms 21 and 25 (ordinary swept wings of aspect ratio 6
with 45° sweepforward and sweepback, respectively) are shown in fig-
ure 24(a). The ordinary swept wings are included because they constitute
the limiting cases of M wings as the position of the break approaches the
tip and the root, respectively. Figure 24(a) indicates that as the posi-
tion of the break moves from the root to the tip the dip associated with
the break moves outboard with the break; !also, a peak appears in the lift
distribution at the wing root and becomes higher and less localized as
the position of the break approaches the tip. Similarly, the lift distri-
butions of W wings of aspect ratio 6 and t45° sweepback, plan forms 4, 5,
. and 6, are shown in figure 24(b) along with the ssme ordinary swept wings
as in figure 24(a). Figure 24(b) indicates that as the position of the
break moves outboard the dip in the lift distribution beccmes lower and
“w generally less localized and that the peak associated with the break
moves outboard with the break.
Figures 24(c) and 24(d) are similarto figures 24(a) and 24(b),
except that they represent M and W wings of t30°. The limiting cases as
the position of the break approaches the root or tip are plan forms 22
and 24. Although the peaks and dips of the lift distributions of fig-
ures 24(c) and 24(d) are less than those of figures 24(a) and 24(b) as a
result of the smaller sngles of sweep, the peaks and dips associated with
the break and their movement outboard with the portion of the break are
just as distinct. Figures 24(e) and 2h(f) are also similar to fig-
ures 24(a) and 24(b), except that they represent wings of aspect ratio 12
so that the limiting cases as the position of the break approaches the
root or tip are plan forms 26 and 28. Again, although the peaks and dips
are more pronounced than those observed in figures 24(a) and 24(b), the
general trends of the lift distributions are the same.
Effect of sweep of outer portion on spanwise lift distribution.-
The effect on the lift distribution of the angle of sweep of the outer
portion of the wing at a given angle of sweep of the inner portion of
the wing is shown in figure 25. The three plan forms represented in
figure 25(a) are wing 25, an ordinary sweptback wing, wing 8, a Awing,
end wing 6, a W wing; all three plan forms have an aspect ratio of 6 and
are swept back 45° in the inner 70 percent of the semlspan. A comparison
.
of the three lift distributions indicates that as the angle of sweepback
12 NACA RM L51E29
of the outer 30 percent of the wing is decreased the lift increases
slightly near the tip and decreases slightly near in th~inner por%iori’
of the wing, with a peak near the break. As the outer~ortion Is swept
forward the peak becomes more pronounced, the lift l~earfithetip falls -
off, and the lift near the root is increased somewhl~t.“A series of plan
forms sbilar to those of figure 25(a) but with the:poeition of the bre~
at 30 percent of the semispan is represented in fi~re 25(b). For the
plan forms represented in figure 25(b) the peak in the”~ift distributio~
becomes more pronounced, the lift at and near the rbot ~ncreases, and -
the lift near the tip decreases steadily as the outer 70 percent of the
span is swept-forwardfrom a sweptback to a sweptforwar”dposition.
..—
— .=
The series of three plan forms represented In figure 25(c) consist’s
of an M, and inverted A, and an ordinary sweptforwardw—ingof aspect ‘-
ratio 6 with the inner 70 percent of the semi~pan s~ept.forward 4~0.
Comparison of the three lift distributions indicates that as the tin@e
of sweepforward of the outer 30 percent of the wingib~ecreased and ‘“’”
then changed to sweepback the lift near the tip inc~a~es steadily~’”but—
at the beak it increases at first and then decreasks i$’ightly-,wtiere&s---
i?tthe ro”otit decreases slightly at first and then;increases quite”- ‘-
rapidly.
Figure 25(d) pertains to a series of plan forms idegtical to that
of figure 25(a), except that the wings have &n aspe}t Fatio of 12 rathei
than 6. The trends discussed in connection with figure”25(a) are more -
pronounced in the case of the series of plan forms represented in fig-
ure 25(d), but otherwise the sane.
---
-.
Summary of effects of various parameters on spanne lift distri-
bution.- As a result of these considerations of the~li~ distrlbut~ons
of M, W, and A wings in comparison with those-of or~dinaryswept and “““-’
unswept-wings the conclusion may be drawn that the lif~d~stributions ‘——=
of the M, W, and A plan forms exhibit the character}st~cswhich rnay-le--”‘“’””“- =
expected qualitatively if they are considered to be’the composites of - . .,-.:=.
ordinary wings; for instance, the break and the outer portion of an M
wing tend to act as the root and one wing of “asweptbafi wing, whereas ‘- -“= =
the break and the outer portion of a W wing tend to,exhibit the charac. “’- -
teristics of an ordinary sweptforward wing. The effect~ of the bre”~
...
are more pronounced for wings with larger angles of~swe<p than for Ihose””“-L‘-”“ ““r
with smaller ones. These effects also tend to be more.~ronounced~--””- ~“~“- <s
although sometimes more localized, in the case of wings with relati~ely””
high aspect ratios than for wings with moderate or low~spect ratios, a%
may be expected from a knowledge of the lift~stribut~on of ordina~ ...:= =— _
.—
swept wings.
. .
WEEEm’Tms
,
,-- .-._
.
.-
—.. — . *.
>
r.-
,,
— —-
.Lifts, Moments, Induced Drags, and
.
Aerodynamic Centers
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The spanwise lift distributions discussed in the preceding section
have been integrated to obtain lift-curve slopes, coefficients of damping
in roll, spanwise centers of pressure of the additional lift distri-
butions, induced-drag coefficients, rolling-moment coefficients due to
unit equivalent aileron deflection (~b), and aerodynamic centers. The
aerodynamic centers have been computed both by assuming the local aero-
dynamic centers to be at the quarter-chord line and the somewhat arbi-
trarily chosen locations shown in figure 26, which are based on the
results of calculations by the method of reference 2. The results are
presented in table I and figures 27 to 29 for the M, W, and A wings con-
sidered in this paper as well as for the comparable ordinary swept and
unswept wings. The wing aerodynamic centers obtained by means of the
local aerodynamic centers given in figure 26 will be referred to as the
corrected aerodynamic centers and are listed as (a.c.)corra in table 1
and figures 27 tO 29.
Effect of sweeu on lift, drag, and aerod.ynsmic center.- The lift-
.—
IiCUI’Ve slopes, induced-drag ratios CD. CL2j and the aerodynamic centersb
of M and W wings are shown plotted as functions of the angle of sweep of
the inner wing portion with the position of the break as a parsmeter in
figures 27(a) and 27(b) for wings of aspect ratios 6 and 12, respectively.
The curves in figures 27(a) and 27(b) for ~n = 0.5 pertain to the
series of plan forms represented in figures 23(a) and 23(b), respec-
tively. The curves for Y+B = O andy+B= 1 represent ordinary
swept wings which constitute the limits of M andW wl.ngsas the break
approaches the root or the tip. Consequently, whereas the curves
for y=+B= 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 represent wings which change from an M wing
to an ordinary unswept to a W wing as the angle of sweep of the inner
portion of the wing increases fra -450 throu@ 0° to 450, the curve
for @B = O represents an ordinary wing which varies from the 45° swept-
back through the unswept to the 45° sweptforward position, and that
for Y+. = 1, an ordinary swept wing which changes fran the 45° swept-
forward~to the 45° sweptback position.
The lift-curve slopes of all plan forms represented in figure 27
are highest for the unswept position and decrease as the plan forms are
swept either backward or forward, either into M and W or into ordinary
swept wings. The decrease in lift-curve slope is less for the true M
and W wings with the breaks at 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 of the semispan than
for the ordinary swept wings or M andW wings with the breaks very near
the root or tip. The induced drag of the M wings is slightly higher than
.
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that of the ordinary swept wings, but that of the W wings with the
break at 0.3 and 0.5 of the semispan is slightly lo@er than that of the
ordinary swept wings for angles of sweep between about 10° and 35°. The ““
aerodynamic centers are more rearward for both”the swep~ and the M and
W wings than for the unswept wing. The aerodynamic centers of the W wirigs“
are between the limits of the equivalent swe@~ack and ~weptforward wings,
but the aerodynamic centers of the M wings are farther @r’ward than those
of the equivalent ordinary swept wings. ‘Theseitren$s aye t~e””bot”h~<or”’--’
the uncorrected and the corrected aerodynamic.centers.~Botfiare in goo~
agreement with each other, within 1 or 2 percent of,chofd for t,heM and
W wings and within 4 percent for the ordina~ swept”wi@s;-the corrected
values are generally slightly farther forward than the uncorrected ones.
For the wings of aspect ratio 12 represented in figure 27(b) the
lift-curve slope decreases with sweep in almost the s~- manner for M
and W as for ordinary swept wings. The induced drag of M wings is
larger than that of the ordinary swept wing, whereas tlyitof W wings is
the sane as that of the ordinary swept wing. ,Theuncoq~cted” aero~6mfc
centers (no corrected ones having been calculated) move rearward as the
plan forms are swept, the change being less for the”W”wings than the-” “-
ordinary swept wings and still less for M wings. The a-erodynsmiccenters
for ~B = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are generally within about 0.02 chord of
each other. ,-. ~.=..” .
Effect of srmnwise location of bresk on the lift,-drag. and aero-
a.vnsmic ceute~.- Figures 28(a) and 28(b) constitute~cr~s plots of figu-
res 27(a) and 27(b), respectively. The aerodynsmib p~tieters are
plotted against the position of the break with the angre of sweep as a
parsmeter. In effect, each of the series of plan fom<”for-wh~ch lift “
distributions are shown in figure 24 is represented;by”a curve (for each
of the aerodynamic parameters) in figure 28.”,The curves o’ffigure 28
serve to corroborate the conclusion reached in exsm}ni~ fi~re 27%h-a%
the effect of the position of the break is relative y &u&ll on both-the’
1lift-curve slope and on the induced-drag coefficient,;frnthe case 0$ the
wings with taper ratio 0.5 conside=d in this paperl.th~-leastinduced
drag is incurred for W wings with angle of sweep be”~wee–n0° and 30° and
the position of the break between 0.2 and 0,6 of thp s~span. Exce@ ‘“
for the Mwing with 45° of sweep the aerodyns@c ce~termoves generally
forward as the position of the break is moved.outbo&d”Trom the tio~ tti-
the tip.
Effect of sweep of outer portion on the lift, dra~, and aero-
dynamic center.- The effect on the aerodynsmi.ccoefficients of changes
in the angle of sweep of the outer wing portion while rn~aintainingthat
of the inner wing portion at a given value iS shown in figure 29; which
represents series of plan forms similar to those ~,pr%~ented in fig-
ure 25. If the position of the break, which Is the pa~&neter of the ““-
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curves of figure 29, iS at the root, the entire wing is swept in these .
. series; if the position is at the tip, the plan form is unchanged and is,
in the case of figures 29(a) and 29(c), a 450 sweptback wing and in the
case of figures 29(b) and 29(d), a 45° sweptforwardwing. If the posi-
tion of the break is at 0.3, 0.5, or 0.7 of the semispan the plan form,
in the case of figures 29(a) and 29(c), changes from aW to a Ato an
ordinary sweptback wing as the angle of sweepback of the outer panel is
increased from -45° through O0 to 450; in the case of figures 29(b) and
29(d) the plan form changes from an ordinary sweptforwardto an inverted
Ato an M wing as the angle of sweepback is increased from -450 to 450*
Figure 29(a) shows that as the =gle of sweepback of the outer por-
tion is increased frcxn-45° to 45° the lift-curve slope first increases
then decreases, with a maximum near the true Awing condition of an
unswept outer wing portion. This maximum is higher when more of the
wing portion is involved in this sweeping process, that is, the closer
the position of the break is to the wing root. The induced drag is a
minimum for the ordinary swept wing representedby y+B = O between 0°
and 10° of sweepforward. For @B = 0.5 and 0.7 the induced drag is
. highest near the A-wing condition and less for either the W-wing or
ordinary sweptback-wing condition; for y+B = 0.3 the drag appears to
be substantially independent of the angle of sweep of the outer panel.
.
The aerodynamic centers of the plan forms with Y+B = 0.3 and 0.5 are
between those with y+B = O and @B = 1.0; the curve for fiB = 0,7,
however, is on the side of the curve for ~B = 1.0 away from that
for y+$B= O. For values of @B = O, 0.3, and 0.5 the aero~smic
center is most forward for the A-wing condition, for y+B = 0.7 it is
most rearward for this condition, and for Y+B = 1.0 it is constant,
since the plan form is the same for all values of the ordinate,Ao. As
noted in connection with figure 27(a) the corrected and uncorrected
aerodynamic-center values are generally within 0.02 chord of each other,
the corrected ones being slightly more forward on the average.
For the wings represented in figure 29(b) with the inner portion
swept forward 45°, the lift-curve slope has a maximum when the outer
portion is unswept (the inverted A-wing condition), the mcdmum value
being higher the farther the break is inboard. ‘The induced-drag curves
have minima between 0° and 15° sweepforward of the outer portion, the
drag being the lower the more of the wing is swept back, that is, the
farther the break is inboard. The aerodynamic centers move forward as
the outer panel is swept back from -450 to 45° of sweepback, except that
. if the entire wing is swept, that is, if ~B = O, the aerodynamic center
moves rearward for positive values of Ao. The corrected aerodynamic
centers are generally within about 0.03 chord of the uncorrected ones
.
and slightly farther forward on the average.
.-
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Figures .29(c) and 29(d) are similar to figures,29(a) and 29(b) but
pertain to wings of aspect ratio 12. The trends of~%he=aiifiea.o? the “’ ,._”
aerodynamic coefficients as functions of the angle of sweepback of the ““
outer wing portion are very similar to those shown in figures 29(a)
--
and 29(b).
Limitations of the Results. .
The lift distributions calculated in this paper as well as the
other aero@mmic parameters obtained by integrating the lift distri-
butions are subject to certain limitations in consequence of the approxi- ‘““-”‘=:
mations made in the calculations. These approximationsmay be considered
to be of two types, those in the manner in which a truelifting-surface “’ ‘“
(thin-wing,potential-flow) solutlon is effected by”the methodof calcu- ~ ,-~
lation used in this paper, and those in,the degree to w%ich a thin-wing
potential-flow solution represents reality.
.
The quarter-chord-vortexthree-quarter-chord-dowm?ashconcept is
known to be capable of furnishing generally excellent results for the
spanwise lift distribution, although it furnishes no irifomnationwhat- ‘-
ever concerning the local centers of presinmE of li’fi~“s~ribution. ““
This concept fails near the root of swept wings, si~ce”~nthis region
the chordwise pressure distribution cannot be approxim~ed by a super--
position of two-dimensional angle-of-attack-t~e an,dp&rabo~ic-csmber-7:-
type pressure distributions. For ordinary swept wings--%hissho-&tcomirig-
1s not serious, and its effects, which ap~ear”to be’sm~~z can be local-
ized by using many points along the span in methods’of%he type of those
of references 1 and 2 or by considering each vortex’in~vidually as in
the present paper. For an M, W, or Awing, however, ‘t&eeffects of this
shortcoming of the one-quarter-chord-vortexthree-q~uar~er.chord-downwash
concept are somewha$ more serious, because it affects we regions near
the break as well as near the root.
.-
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Another limitation on the results calculated in thispaper is
.—_ .*
imposed by the deviation of potential theory from actuality. On swept - ‘
wings the boundary layer tends to flow along the spsz~d accumulate in
the downstream regions of the wing, that is, the t~~ o~a sweptback”wi~ ~ _ ___j
and the root of a sweptforwardting. This accumulation causes a decrease
in the lift in the affected region. Consequently,swemforward wings do
not always exhibit the peak in the lift distributitinp%dicted by theofi-,““ ‘- -
nor do sweptback wings carry as high a level of lif,tneartheir tips.
The sane phencxnenonmust be expected on M ~dW wings. Consequently, “-- “’
the magnitude of the peak in the lift distribution at & break of a
W wing may be reduced and, in some conditions, chadged into a dip. “=- *--””: –
Similarly, the M wing is likely to carry less lift nea~ its ro”otand -
tip than predicted by theory as a result of boundary-layer effects.
These changes in the spanwise lift distribution ard likely to be reflected .
.-
—.
.
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in a lower lift-curve slope, a more forward aerodynamic center than
given in this paper, and an induced drag which may be either somewhat
larger or somewhat smaller than that predicted on the basis of the calcu-
lations of this paper, depending on the nature of the change in the lift
distribution.
Inasmuch as the theoretically computed”results are qualitatively
in line with the ones that might be expected from experience with ordi-
na~ swept wings, there is a possibility that a knowledge of the effects
of the boundary layer on the aerodynamic characteristics of ordinary
swept wings may serve to correct the results presented in this paper for
such effects. Another possibility is that the accumulation of the
bounda~ layer may be controlled, by means of suitable fences, for
instance, in which case the results presented in this paper would be
more nearly applicable.
The calculation of the aerodynamic centers in this paper is open to
question on the grounds that the local aero~amic centers are not known,
those presented in figure 26 being in the nature of carefully considered
estimates only. However, comparison of the wing aerodynamic centers
.
calculated on the basis of these values with those calculated on the
assumption of local aerodynamic centers at the quarter chord are in good
. .
agreement, those calculated by means of the estimated aero~amic centers
being only slightly farther forward on the average. Consequently, the
aerodpamic centers are probably as accurate as the other aerodynamic
parameters presented in this paper.
Compressibility effects have not been taken into account in the
calculations of the lift distributions and the other aerod~emic parsm-
eterso With angles of sweep between 30° and 45° compressibility effects
are not likely to be important up to free-stream Mach numbers of about ,
0.6 or 0.7. At higher free-stresm Mach numbers the three-dimensional
Glauert-Prandtl correction may serve to correct the results presented
in this paper for compressibility effects in an approximate manner. At
Mach numbers higher than 0.8 or 0.9, however, the corrected results are
likelyto possess only limited utility. ,
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of theoretical incompressible-flow calculations of the
spanwise lift distributions, lift-curve slopes, spanwise centers of
pressure, aerodynamic center, coefficient of dsmping in roll, and
. rolling-moment coefficient due to aileron deflection of twenty M, W,
and A plan forms have been presented and ccnnparedwith sim~larly calcu-
lated results for ordinary swept and unswept wings. The aerodynamic
. characteristics of M, W, and A wings are, qualitatively, those thai
..3
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would be expected on the basis of kn~ledge of the characteristics ‘f ,. ._.
_
orttl.naryswept wings. The theoretically calculated ind~ced drags of . ,_.
these wings differ little from those of ordinary sw~ptmwings.
-.—_. .
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory —. .-. ...... -.:.=..
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics “=:
.+
Langley Field, Va.
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Figure 9.- Spenwise lift distributions for plan form 7 (A = 6, X = 0.5,
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Figure 15. - Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 13 (A = 6,
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Figure 17.. Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 15 (A = 6,
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Figure 19. - Spanwise lift distributions for plsm form 17 (A = 12,
L = O.?, A= t45° , M Wing, yB* = 0.5).
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Figure 21. - Spa.nwiselift distributions for plan fofi 19 (A = 12,
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taper ratio 0.5.
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Figure 28 - Concluded. —
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Figure 29. - Effeet of sweep of outer portion on aerodynamic
characteristics.
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